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An undisruptive journey of long-distance train connections is 
of utmost importance. Delays, unplanned transfers, 
cancellations or even standstills should be minimized. For 
this reason and due to a growth in transportation there is a 
large emphasis on Availability of rolling stock and 
infrastructure. But how to guarantee availability?

Why 
availability is 
important in 
long distance 
train 
connections



The RAMS standard (EN50126-1:2017) describes the 
interrelation of railway RAMS elements. Important to 
remember is that not only Reliability and Maintainability 
(technical specifications) is what drives Availability, but also 
Operation and Maintenance (implementation and execution) 
plays an important role.

What the 
RAMS 
standard 
suggests 



How
Condition 
Based 
Maintenance 
could help

Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) is a strategy for 
performing maintenance based on the actual condition of 
an asset in order to focus resources on undertaking 
maintenance work when it is needed, rather than to a regular 
schedule. 



The PF-curve represents the condition or status of assets over a 
period of time. It can be used to identify the interval between potential 
failure and final functional failure.

• Potential failure (P) when a predetermined degradation level is reached
• Functional Failure (F) when a system/component is not able to fulfill its 

function

CBM can be used to extend the useful life of an asset within the 
PF-curve, by monitoring the actual condition of a system or component 
and performing maintenance tasks only when required. 

How does
Condition 
Based 
Maintenance 
actually 
work?



What Condition Based Maintenance could achieve in long 
distance train connections

(3) McKinsey report ‘The rail sector’s changing maintenance game’ (2017)

Prevention of (unexpected) 
failures in operation

Provide insight in current state of 
systems/ components

Reliability 

Reduction of number of manual 
inspections up to 60%(3)

Reduction of associated 
maintenance costs by 10-15%(3)

LCC

Reduce administrative and 
technical delays during down 

states

Prevention of complex repairs 
due to large failures

Availability

Reduce fault detection times in 
operation
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Partnership Model



The joint experience

We are rail industry specialists within 
the Ricardo group working to ensure 
that communities around the world 
are served by safe, resilient, 
high-performance railways

Our expertise lies in understanding 
the complex and critical systems that 
underpin an efficient rail service, 
providing clients with all the technical 
skills and insight necessary to 
navigate the sector’s operational, 
commercial and regulatory demands
 

Televic GSP designs, produces 
and maintains communication and 
control systems for the railway 
market.

Worldwide over 60,000 vehicles are 
equipped with our on-board 
solutions.
For more than 35 years, Televic GSP 
has been a leading, trusted partner 
for railway operators and train 
builders all over the world.
 



Project Analysis

▪ What is the principle aim?
▪ What will be measured?
▪ Where are the immediate pain points?
▪ What is the criteria for success?



CBM assessment to define customer 
specific strategy and business case

CBM solution development to 
define the hardware and software 
needs to match the CBM strategy

CBM implementation based 
on actual data to match the 
strategy and return of 
investment

CBM 
assessment

CBM solution

CBM support



Wheel Flats Bogie Instability Bearings Traction Motors Gearbox  

Acceleration and 
operational hours on axle 

box

Acceleration and velocity 
of bogie frame

Power, current, velocity, 
rotational speed and 

vibration of vital 
components

Vibration, acceleration, 
temperature, operational 

hours, etc.

Noise, vibrations 
rotational speed, 

temperature, oil level and 
usage

Doors 

Power, status, failure 
detection,  torque, usage, 

etc.

Track Catenary  

Acceleration sensors 
on axle box, bogie 
frame and car body

Acceleration sensors
Switch sensors on end 

horns Up lift measurement

Pumps  Noise Levels  Pantograph

Power, current, flows, 
pressures and vibration

Noise levels of interior 
systems and exterior 

components

Power, current, velocity 
and vibration  of vital 

components

Braking systems  

Braking forces, 
pressures, usage, 

vibrations, etc.



Track degradation at level crossing 

Level deviations

Passenger comfort
Software Data Analytics



Catenary shocks 

Software Data Analytics

Electric seperation welds



Bearing frequency analysis

Software Data Analytics

Instability in bogie behavior

Bearing/track damages



System Architecture



Cosamira Edge 



Dashboard Examples
Fleet Manager

Global overview of fleet performance and relevant 
KPI’s for management

Maintenance Planning

Specific failure information for the planning 
department, with notifications of (urgent) failures 

to schedule maintenance tasks only when 
required

Technical Expert

Specific in-depth system information for analysis 
of system characteristics, deviations, anomalies 

and trends and patterns of failures



▪ COSAMIRA is the result of an unparalleled technical 
development based on Televic’s twenty years of 
experience in rail bogie monitoring.

▪ TELEVIC GSP designs, produces and maintains 
communication and control systems for the railway 
market. Worldwide over 25,000 vehicles are equipped 
with our on-board solutions.

▪ RICARDO RAIL asset management approach 
embraces digital technologies and data analytics to help 
clients develop and justify optimised maintenance 
regimes. It’s approach applies techniques of Lifecycle 
Cost analysis to ensure that maintenance plans and 
changes will bring long-term benefits to performance.

How we make the difference



Truly global 
company

1000
bright minds

7
hubs worldwide

€150 mio
turnover

+200
fantastic partners

HQ
Belgium

Bulgaria 

United States

Germany

China 

France

UK



3000
employees

20
offices worldwide

£350 mio
turnover

+50
partners

Worldwide 
experience



Cost 
Savings

Fleet 
Availability

Customer 
Satisfaction 



How to stay connected

Glyn Arthur
g.arthur@televic.com

+32 499 89 82 18

Jan Scheepers
jan.scheepers@ricardo.com

+31 6 2959 8028

Maarten de Vries
maarten.devries@ricardo.com

+ 31 6 1758 9370

Website : www.televic.com Website: rail.ricardo.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ricardo-rail
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